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**Abstract**

The eastern Pacific halibut (*Hippoglossus stenolepis*) fishery is prosecuted over a nine-month season with a provision to cease harvests if stock declines to historically-observed minimum spawning biomass. The industry has requested to extend fishing into winter, but little information exists regarding potential impacts on spawning aggregations or effective spawning biomass. A strictly annual spawning cycle is presumed, but some adults fail to undertake the offshore migration associated with continental slope spawning. We examined depth records of halibut tagged with Pop-up Archival Transmitting (PAT) tags for evidence of offshore seasonal migration (*n* = 72). For tags that were physically recovered (*n* = 16) we identified the occurrence of abrupt (~100 m) mid-winter ascents, believed to be egg release. The active spawning season, defined by occurrence of these rises, lasted from 27 December–8 March, at bottom depths of 278–594 m. Eighteen percent of tagged halibut remained onshore. Thirty-one percent of fish with detailed archival records did not exhibit spawning rises, including all fish that remained onshore. Correcting for the possibility that some were likely immature, the data suggest that ~10% of the mature fish do not participate in the spawning migration and 10–15% that migrate to deep water may not actively spawn. The data suggest that opening the commercial fishery in early spring would likely subject actively spawning fish to fishing mortality, and could truncate the effective spawning period. Natural rates of skip-spawning and fisheries-induced reduction of the spawning period relative to suitable larval rearing conditions could introduce temporal and regional variance into levels of effective spawning biomass and warrant further investigation.
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**Introduction**

Pacific halibut (*Hippoglossus stenolepis*) (hereafter “halibut”) represent one of the north-eastern Pacific Ocean’s most valuable fisheries resources, producing an average annual yield of ~70 million pounds (32 000 mt) of landed product, presently valued at approximately US $300 million. Recent abundance levels have been among the highest ever recorded, with exploitable biomass peaking at roughly 400 million pounds (182 000 mt) in 1998 and presently estimated at approximately 330 million pounds (150 000 mt). Prior to the adoption of individual quota (IQ) management systems in Alaskan and Canadian waters, the International Pacific Halibut Commission (IPHC) achieved control of effort and total harvests primarily through adjustments to season length. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, economic incentives and increases in fleet power combined to result in continually shrinking seasons. By 1990 the Canadian commercial halibut season had been reduced to just ten days, and to just two or three days in the remainder of the Gulf...
of Alaska (GoA) and much of the southeast Bering Sea. In 1991 the IPHC adopted an Individual Vessel Quota (IVQ) system for Canada that allowed the season to be increased to 213 days, and in 1995 a similar Individual Fishing Quota (IFQ) program was implemented in Alaska that resulted in a 245 day fishery. The Alaskan and Canadian fisheries have remained at between 245 and 262 days over the last decade, but recent economic concerns have prompted industry to request that the IPHC examine the possible merit of a longer season, or potentially one that lasts the entire year.

Halibut in the eastern Pacific are believed to spawn from November through March, with peak spawning activity from late December to late January (St. Pierre, MS 1984). Since the inception of IQ management, the fishery has traditionally been closed from 15 November through early March, but IPHC staff has stated a belief that an extended season could be prosecuted without biological harm to the composite stock (Leaman et al., MS 2002). Modest increases in season length have recently been achieved by opening the commercial fishery earlier in the spring. From 1995–2002 the commercial fishery never opened prior to 15 March, whereas openings from 2003–2006 have occurred between 27 February and 5 March. However, extending harvests into the winter spawning season presents challenges and concerns. From a biological standpoint, research has shown that hook-and-line fisheries prosecuted during active spawning seasons can alter population sex ratios (Coleman et al., 1996; Hibberd and Pecl, 2007), presumably due to seasonally mediated sex-specific selectivity. Furthermore, spawning demographics may change throughout the season. Application of fishing mortality during only a portion of that season may introduce a selective force that can eliminate or reduce the abundance of behavioral genotypes that spawn during the open fishing period, altering population diversity, fitness, and resilience (Hansen and Jonsson, 1991; Hede-Jorgensen et al., 2005; Quinn et al., 2006; Moltschaniwskyj and Pecl, 2007).

Unfortunately, our understanding of halibut spawning dynamics is coarse-scale, and is not based on an understanding of in situ spawning behavior. The most comprehensive source is St. Pierre (MS 1984), who compiled data on spawning season and locations throughout the eastern Pacific, collected from a variety of sources from 1915–1982. His review provides a solid conceptual model of spawning season and geographic locations, but it is far from a quantitative analysis. The work is primarily a compilation of fleet observations and informal logbook entries regarding encounters with spawning fish. However, it fails to include formally-analyzed data from systematic surveys capable of quantitatively assessing spawn-timing in any region, nor does it contain a standardized definition of “spawning fish.” In reality, we do not know precisely when halibut spawn, nor do we know what proportion of the stock participates in spawning in any given year.

Larval abundance surveys can provide an accurate method for characterizing the active spawning season because such surveys directly monitor the appearance of reproductive products within the water column. Abundance of halibut eggs has been sampled in situ. From 1935–1946, Van Cleve and Seymour (MS 1953) conducted extensive winter-long (December–March) plankton surveys in British Columbia and demonstrated that release of eggs peaks in January and occurs at modest levels throughout December and February. However, their work was limited to a single site at the southernmost edge of the known spawning range, and was conducted more than 50 years ago. Thus, it is difficult to know how applicable their results are to today’s concerns regarding appropriate fishery-opening dates coastwide. Variability of weeks to months in the timing of peak spawn has been demonstrated for commercial roundfish (Slotte et al., 2000; Wieland et al., 2000) and flatfish (Harding et al., 1978; Lange and Greve, 1997) in the north Atlantic. Factors affecting spawn timing may include temperature (Lange and Greve, 1997; Wieland et al., 2000), fish size (Slotte et al., 2000), and age-composition of the spawning stock (Wieland et al., 2000). Variability may be environmentally driven or related to exploitation history, varying geographically and along depth gradients, and either relatively stochastic or temporally trended. For halibut, archival tagging data allow us to better quantify seasonal onshore-offshore movements and define the period when putative spawners are distributed on deepwater grounds. But we still do not know how long it takes individuals arriving on the grounds to form spawning aggregations and undertake potential pre-spawn courtship behavior, and therefore when active release and fertilization of eggs begins, nor do we have any understanding of regional or temporal variability in spawn-timing.

In addition to providing guidance for crafting appropriate season-opening dates, a better knowledge of spawning dynamics might also be useful for refining harvest policy. Halibut is presently managed via catch limits and exploitation rates that are scaled to regional biomass (Clark and Hare, 2006). The management plan calls for cessation of harvest if the stock declines to the historically-observed minimum spawning biomass (Clark and Hare, MS 2006), which is estimated by applying age-at-maturity data from annual surveys to abundance estimated via the numerical stock assessment. It
is believed that halibut spawn annually upon reaching maturity (Leaman et al., MS 2002), but two lines of evidence provide reason to question this assumption.

Age-at-maturity is monitored through the IPHC’s setline survey program. A total of 1,233 survey stations are fished annually, fish ages are determined from otoliths, and maturity stages are assigned on the basis of external macroscopic gonad examination. Maturity ogives (Fig. 1) indicate that size-at-50%-maturity for the female population is presently around 90 cm fork-length (fl), with 100%-maturity at ~140 cm fl. However, much larger females are regularly encountered that are deemed to be immature on the basis of gonad examination. During the 2007 survey, the largest “immature” female measured 184 cm, and an individual measuring 199 cm was assigned immature status in 2004. These observations have led to speculation that external gonad examination might be inadequate for assigning maturity for fish that are in a resting state between spawning periods, especially if some of those individuals would have failed to spawn (i.e., skipped spawning) the subsequent winter.

The hypothesis of skipped spawning in halibut is further supported by archival tagging data. The majority of halibut spend the summer feeding on the coastal shelf, migrate offshore in the autumn, and spawn along the continental slope during North American winter (December–March). In 2002 the IPHC began an electronic tagging program designed to investigate seasonal movements of halibut. Depth profiles from the majority of recovered tags confirm an autumn offshore migration period that extends from September through December, a winter deep-water residence phase, and return to shallow water typically in March–April (Loher and Seitz, MS 2006; Loher, 2008). However, some halibut failed to conduct such a migration, instead spending the entire year in shallow water on the continental shelf. This suggests that either some fish spawn on the shelf at grounds not yet identified, or a proportion of the population forgoes spawning each year and thus does not undertake the associated migration to the slope.

Rideout et al. (2005) warn that failing to account for foregone spawning can lead to difficulty in interpreting the relationship between total mature biomass and population reproductive potential, which can be particularly important where spawning biomass limits are used to guide harvest policy. In an analysis of reproductive potential of Canadian Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) over a six-year period, Rideout and Rose (2006) estimated that more than half of all females could experience mass oocyte atresia in a single spawning season, and that reproductive suppression annually reduced population reproductive potential by 8–41%. Burton (1999) presented data indicating considerable rates of foregone spawning for a number of northern flatfish species including winter flounder (Pleuronectes americanus), Greenland halibut (Reinhardtius hippoglossoides) and Atlantic halibut (Hippoglossus hippoglossus), and concluded that stock-recruitment relationships might be improved by accounting for reproductive non-participation.

Fig. 1. Size-specific maturity of male (open circles; n = 22,898 fish) and female (closed diamonds; n = 31,666) Pacific halibut in the Gulf of Alaska, derived from 2006 International Pacific Halibut Commission setline survey data. The data describe maturation for females, whereas nearly all males vulnerable to the survey gear are already mature.
The present study uses data from recent electronic archival tagging experiments to characterize active spawning depth and season, and estimate the proportion of the GoA halibut stock that fails to undertake the autumn spawning migration or actively participate in spawning. Of particular interest was to reassess the hypothesis that peak spawning occurs in January (St. Pierre, MS 1984), and that extending the commercial spawning season into February will have little impact on spawning fish. Additionally, we sought to evaluate the competing views that halibut are annual spawners (St. Pierre, MS 1984; Leaman et al., MS 2002) versus potentially biennial (Novikov, 1964).

Materials and Methods

Tagging

Three separate experiments were conducted between 2000 and 2006 utilizing Pop-up Archival Transmitting (PAT) tags that were programmed to remain on their host fish throughout the winter months, releasing no earlier than 15 February, thus providing an opportunity to monitor seasonal migration and mid-winter fish behavior. A total of 102 PAT tags were deployed throughout the Gulf of Alaska (Fig. 2). Five tags were deployed on 20 November 2000, programmed to release from their host fish on 15 June 2001 (Seitz et al., 2003), Forty-eight tags were deployed between 8 June and 21 August 2005, programmed to release from their host fish after exactly 365 days at-liberty. Forty-nine tags were deployed between 2 June and 31 July 2006, 25 of which were programmed to release from their host fish on 15 February 2007 and 24 of which were programmed to release on 1 March 2007.

Fish ranged from 104–159 cm fl (Fig. 3); only halibut >100 cm fl were tagged because halibut of this size have a high probability of being sexually mature (Clark et al., 1999; Fig. 1). Given sex-specific differences in size-at-age, these fish also have a >90% probability of being female (Fig. 4). Tags were affixed to the halibut externally, about 2.5 cm medial to their dorsal fin on the eyed-side of the fish where the body began to taper towards the tail. Tags were tethered to titanium darts using 15 cm of 130 kg test monofilament fishing line wrapped in adhesive-lined shrink wrap. The darts were inserted through the dorsal musculature and pterygiophores, anchoring them in the bony fin-ray supports of the halibut. Each tag contained sensors that were programmed to record temperature and depth at one minute intervals and ambient light levels every two minutes.

For fish that were not captured by commercial or sport fisheries prior to the pre-programmed tag detachment date, the tags released from the host fish, floated to

![Fig. 2. Release locations for Pop-up Archival Transmitting tags (n = 72) deployed on Pacific halibut from 2000–2006. Crosses indicate deployment locations for tags that were physically recovered, and open diamonds indicate tags that reported data via satellite transmission.](image-url)
the surface, and transmitted summarized historical data records to the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) polar-orbiting satellites, administered by the Advanced Research and Global Observation System (ARGOS). Data transmissions included percentage of time spent within specific depth ranges, and minimum and maximum depths visited during 12-hour summary periods, allowing reconstruction of onshore-offshore migration. Tags that were physically recovered, either while still on the host fish or awash following programmed release, were downloaded to provide minute-by-minute observations throughout the fish’s time-at-liberty.

**Spawning rises**

Detailed archival records from physically recovered tags were examined for evidence of putative spawning behavior showing a series of abrupt ascents of 100–200 m in magnitude and each of ~10 minutes in duration (referred to hereafter as “spawning rises”), conducted during midwinter (*sensu* Seitz *et al*., 2005). This behavior is believed to represent active spawning because it closely parallels spawning behavior observed *in situ* in other flatfish species (Moyer *et al*., 1985; Konstantinou and Shen, 1995; Manabe *et al*., 2000; Manabe and Shinomiya, 2001; Carvahlo *et al*., 2003), and is consistent with the fact that halibut are serial (batch) spawners (St. Pierre, MS 1984).
For each fish displaying spawning rises, their behavior was characterized using the following metrics: initiation date and time, initiation depth, apex depth, apex date and time, termination depth, termination date and time (Fig. 5). From these, ascent and descent durations (min) and rates (m min\(^{-1}\)) were calculated, as well as mean intervals between each apex (min). Active spawning season and depth were characterized via frequency distributions of rise initiation date and rise initiation depth, respectively.

**Offshore migration**

Depth records from all tags were examined for evidence of offshore wintertime movement following reconstruction of daily maximum depth profiles. Fish were designated as having conducted the winter offshore spawning migration if they inhabited waters equal to or greater than the minimum observed spawning depth between 1 November and 1 April (i.e., a conservative estimate of the spawning season) for a period of at least three consecutive days. Fish were designated as non-migratory if they failed to move to the specified depth during the spawning season. Note that in this context, the designation of “migratory” refers only to onshore-offshore migration consistent with movement to deep-water spawning grounds, and does not preclude the possibility of having conducted potentially extensive longshore movements.

Fig. 5. Water depth occupied by a Pacific halibut over the course of twenty days during which it conducted a series of five spawning rises (upper panel), and one of those rises depicted at a temporal resolution of 4 hours (lower panel). Data points are separated by one minute time intervals. Terms used in this paper to describe the behavior are indicated.
Maturity estimation

A conservative estimate of size-specific maturity within the tagged population was conducted in order to assess the likelihood that fish failing to undergo an offshore migration or exhibit spawning rises simply represented immature individuals. Size and maturity data from the 2006 IPHC setline survey were used to derive a schedule of size-specific maturity probabilities for all Gulf of Alaska female halibut. Cumulative immaturity probability \( (\text{Im}_{\text{cum}}) \) for the tagged population was then estimated as:

\[
\text{Im}_{\text{cum}} = \sum_{n=1}^{n} \text{FL}_n \cdot P_n^n,
\]

where \( \text{FL}_n \) = fork length of the \( n \)th fish, and \( P_n^n \) = proportion of the coastwide population that was immature at that length. The result is the number of tagged fish expected to be immature, given the size-distribution of the tagged population and assuming that all tagged fish were female. Although the latter assumption is likely to be false, using a female maturity ogive ensures that the estimated number of immature fish is a liberal one. Halibut display marked sexual dimorphism with considerably larger size-at-maturity in females (Clark et al., 1992). Thus, use of the female ogive should result in some small mature males being falsely assigned as immature, instead of large immature females being falsely assigned as mature. Unfortunately, applying such an assumption is necessary because sex in halibut cannot be reliably determined in a non-invasive manner. A method of external examination was presented by St. Pierre (1992), but subsequent field tests (T. Loher, unpublished) suggest that classification accuracy may be a function of the experience of the sampler and the size of the fish, and the method does not provide a tangible record for later cross-validation. Furthermore, commercial fishermen are required to eviscerate fish at sea, so in cases where tagged fish are physically recaptured they cannot be sexed upon landing. Therefore, we do not know the sex of any of the fish tagged.

Results

Tagging

Data suitable for analysis were recovered from 72 tags: 56 that produced only data transmissions, appropriate for analysis of off-shore-onshore migration, and 16 that were physically recovered, providing detailed archival records amenable to analysis of migration as well as characterization of spawning behavior. Of the tags that only reported to satellites, 23 produced full-year records covering the winter of 2005–2006, 12 produced records extending through the winter of 2006–2007 to 1 March, and 21 produced records through the winter of 2006–2007 to 15 February. None of the tags deployed in 2000 produced data transmissions because of an internal software error that prevented their release from their host fish (Seitz et al., 2003). However, three tags deployed in 2000 were physically recovered after collecting data throughout the winter of 2000–2001: recovery dates were April 2001, September 2002, and June 2006. An additional 13 tags were physically recovered from the latter deployments. Eight tags from 2005 deployments were recaptured prior to their programmed release dates, with recapture dates that ranged from 5 March to 29 May 2006. Two tags from 2005 deployments were found awash following successful release and transmission after 365 days at-liberty. Three tags from 2006 deployments were found awash after release: two from the 15 February transmission group and one from the 1 March group.

Spawning rises

Of the 16 halibut for which detailed archival data were available, ten displayed a highly regular series of spawning rises (Fig. 6). These series were comprised of 6–10 individual rises (mean = 7.0 ± 0.51), separated by intervals that averaged just under four days at 92 ± 1.8 hr (range = 71–133 hr). The complete duration of these spawning rise series within individual fish, from initiation of first spawning rise to completion of the last, ranged from 17–42 days with a mean of 23 ± 2.9 days. The mean magnitude of individual spawning rises was 168 ± 9.6 m (range = 39–324 m), with an ascent rate that was on average roughly 40% faster than the descent rate (34 ± 2.0 m min\(^{-1}\) vs. 25 ± 2.0 m min\(^{-1}\)). Spawning was initiated from depths ranging from 278–594 m, a mean peak spawning depth of 422 ± 9.7 m (Fig. 6a). Spawning rises were observed from December 27 to March 14, with a mean peak spawning date of 31 January ± 2 days (Fig. 6b).

An eleventh fish (Fig. 6) conducted rises that did not fit the general pattern of the previously described fish. This individual conducted a large number of ascents, spaced at highly irregular intervals, and typically of smaller magnitude than other fish. Between 8 December and 23 January, it conducted 37 rises of an average of 77 ± 5.0 m in magnitude, at average intervals of 31 ± 7.9 hrs. Initiation depths ranged from 230–378 m, mean peak depth of 276 ± 5.5 m (Fig. 6a). Dates ranged from December 8 to January 23, with a mean peak of December 31 ± two days (Fig. 6b).

The remaining five halibut for which detailed records were available failed to conduct ascents of marked
magnitude or rapidity. This included two fish that at no time descended to the minimum observed rise initiation depth (230 m), and three that descended to similar depths as those fish in which rises were observed.

Offshore migration

Based upon halibut that conducted spawning rises, a minimum depth of 200 m was chosen to define active spawning depth. For the five fish that bore physically recovered tags and failed to conduct rises, maximum daily depth profiles indicated that three had descended to observed spawning depth during winter, whereas two remained on the continental shelf. Including fish for which only data transmissions were available, 16% of all tagged halibut remained on the shelf during spawning season. Daily maximum depth profiles revealed four patterns of seasonal vertical activity (Fig. 7) into which all fish could be classified: 1) summer residence on the continental shelf (<200 m depth) followed by at least some degree of winter slope-residence (n = 54 fish), 2) use of slope habitat throughout the year with no obvious offshore migration phase (n = 6), 3) use of slope habitat in summer followed by movement to the shelf in autumn (n = 1), and 4) full-time shelf residence (n = 11). The latter two categories represent fish deemed not to have undertaken the spawning migration (n = 12).

Based on the 2006 GoA female maturity schedule (Fig. 1) and the size distribution of the tagged halibut (Fig. 3), fewer than five individuals (Imcum = 4.60) were likely to be immature. Assuming that five tagged halibut were immature and further assuming that all of these fish can be subtracted from the subset that failed to move offshore, we estimate that seven mature halibut (10% of the adult population) failed to participate in the seasonal spawning migration. The halibut that conducted the offshore migration but failed to display vertical rise

Fig. 6. Rise initiation depths (upper panel) and dates (lower panel) for the ten fish (solid bars) that each displayed series of 6–10 regularly-spaced spawning rises, and the eleventh fish (open bars) that conducted 37 rises with highly variable spacing.
behavior were 107 cm, 130 cm, and 156 cm fl. Based on the female maturity ogive, these lengths correspond to 83%, 97% and 100% probability, respectively, of being mature.

**Discussion**

Archival data provide a method for quantifying sea-son and habitat associated with active spawning, defined as release of reproductive products into the water col-umn. Present understanding of spawning season in halibut was derived from observations of gonad characteristics, egg ripeness and likely spawning status (St. Pierre, MS 1984), and surveys of egg abundance (Van Cleve and Seymour, MS 1953). Gonad examination is relatively easy to conduct, but spawning schedules can not be ascertained without histological sampling and an understanding of the relationship between egg hydration and the time-to-release. Egg surveys are a better method to infer timing and intensity of spawning, because they

![Fig. 7.](image-url)

Fig. 7. Two-day averaged maximum depth profiles for four Pacific halibut that demonstrate the general seasonal behaviors observed across all tagged fish ($n = 72$). **A)** Summer residence on the continental shelf with an offshore autumn migration and occupation of deep slope waters in winter ($n = 54$ fish). **B)** Use of continental slope habitat throughout the year ($n = 6$). **C)** Use of slope habitat in summer and shelf residence in autumn and winter ($n = 1$). **D)** Full-time shelf residence ($n = 11$). Gaps in the depth profiles of fish depicted in panels **B** and **C** represent data that were not received during satellite transmissions; tags for the fish depicted in panels **A** and **D** were physically recovered.
directly observe reproductive output, but are expensive and labor-intensive. Thus, to date there has been no practical way to quantitatively estimate the proportion of egg production released on any given date, or compare population-level spawning schedules temporally or spatially. The present analysis demonstrates a method whereby seasonal egg production could be quantitative- ly modeled, given larger sample sizes. Archival tagging data could be used to estimate skipped spawning rates and quantify the proportion of mature stock spawning at each size class. Size-specific fecundity relationships could then be applied to adjusted spawning biomass estimates to yield yearly egg production (sensu Rideout and Rose, 2006).

Of some interest is the striking difference in vertical rise behavior observed in one halibut (S-05011) relative to the others. For most fish, a highly regular interval between spawning rises and discrete period of occurrence matches well with wintertime batch-spawning in halibut (St. Pierre, MS 1984), and the vertical profiles match off-bottom external fertilization observed in other flatfish (Moyer et al., 1985; Konstantinou and Shen, 1995; Manabe et al., 2000; Manabe and Shinomiya, 2001; Carvahlo et al., 2003). For S-05011, the nature of its behavior is less clear. Halibut actively forage in the water column, as evidenced by pelagic prey in their diet (Best and St. Pierre, MS 1986; Orlov, MS 1997; Yang, MS 1997) and incidental capture in troll fisheries (Gilroy et al., MS 2004). The behavior of S-05011 could be ascribed to off-bottom foraging, but we hypothesize that it represents male spawning whereas the other observations were of females. Its rises were observed only during the spawning season and were initiated from similar depths and with vertical abruptness similar to the other fish. Its behavior deviated primarily in terms of frequency of rises and the extremely variable period between them. Because males are not constrained to an egg hydration schedule, they may be able to spawn with multiple partners, conducting rises whenever they locate a mate. Unfortunately, we do not know the sex of any of the tagged fish and can only present this as a hypothesis; future tagging should seek to determine sex at time of tagging, perhaps via veterinary ultrasound (sensu Martin-Robichaud and Rommens, 2001).

Although sample size was small and additional data are likely to broaden the observed range of spawning, the remaining data generally corroborate earlier work suggesting a November–March spawning season (St. Pierre, MS 1984), while simultaneously suggesting a peak that is somewhat later than our present assumption of December-January (Leaman et al., MS 2002). Lack of observed spawning behavior in November-December could simply reflect the difference between the present definition of spawning (putative egg release) and earlier metrics based upon depth distribution and presence of ripe females on sampled grounds. Autumn may consist of pre-spawn aggregation, oocyte maturation, and courtship behavior. Regardless, spawning extending well into March represents a later peak spawning period, and analysis of depth profiles (Loher and Seitz, MS 2008) confirms that much of the tagged population remained on deepwater grounds into April. The population may have shifted towards later spawning in recent years, or there may be a larger degree of interannual variability than previously acknowledged. Variability in spawn-timing can be species- and stock-specific, in terms of both trend and magnitude. For example, peak spawning of Atlantic cod in the Baltic Sea, from at least 1986–1998, occurred progressively later each year, advancing by a total of nearly three months (Wieland et al., 2000). Temperature may yield a similar magnitude of variance in North Sea dab (Limanda limanda), but generally without linear trend (Lange and Greve, 1997). Harding et al., (1978) has also reported non-trended interannual variability for North Sea plaice (Pleuronectes platessa), but varying only by weeks.

At present we can say nothing specific regarding interannual variability in peak spawning of eastern halibut. But the present data indicate that GoA fisheries prosecuted prior to 15 March, in waters deeper than ~200–250 m, are likely to impact spawning fish. If protection of spawning stock remains a priority, a conservative approach might be to do so over a relatively broader period than previously reported, at least until we gain a greater understanding of spawning dynamics. Effects of fishing on spawning aggregations have been demonstrated in other species harvested via hook-and-line. Striking changes in sex-ratio and male size structure of Tasmanian calamary (Sepioteuthis australis) occur shortly after the opening of spawning-season fisheries (Hibberd and Pecl, 2007). It is hypothesized that accumulation of males on the grounds and their tendency to remain stationary makes them more vulnerable than females (Hibberd and Pecl, 2007). In Gulf of Mexico grouper (Serranidae), increased male selectivity due to aggregation may cause seasonal changes in sex ratio (Coleman et al., 1996). Winter fisheries for halibut might also result in different size- or sex-specific mortality rates than occur in summer, given the documented size- and sex-specific selectivity for the species (Skud and Hamley, MS 1978; Lokkeborg and Bjordal, 1992; Stoner and Ottmar, 2004; Clark, MS 2006). Additionally, a large proportion of the mature male population is of sublegal size due to sexually dimorphic growth and
maturation (Clark et al., 1999). Winter fisheries could subject mature males to capture and subsequent discard while they are participating in spawning, which could reduce mean reproductive success if capture stress affects breeding performance, either behaviorally (Philipp et al., 1997; Lowerre-Barbieri et al., 2003) or physiologically (Wells, 1987; Meeotti et al., 1992).

In addition, fishing pressure applied during only a portion of the spawning season could have unforeseen consequences. Modest increases in season length have been allowed in the commercial halibut fishery, applied only during the latter portion of the spawning season (February–March). Altered run timing and reproductive dynamics due to temporally-explicit fishing mortality have been reported in species as disparate as south Pacific calamary (Moltschaniwskyj and Pecl, 2007) and Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar; Quinn et al., 2006). For anadromous species, genetic determinants of run timing have been well studied (Varnavskaya et al., 1994; Stewart et al., 2002; Narum et al., 2004), and Alaskan salmon stocks are managed to distribute mortality across runs to avoid fishery-induced selection in spawn timing (Flynn et al., 2006). In halibut, it is not known whether older and more fecund females spawn during a specific portion of the season, nor whether variability in reproductive timing is genetically controlled. Even if timing is interannually plastic and therefore not subject to fishery-induced selection, removing spawning stock during only a portion of the season may shorten the population’s larval period. Spawning periods may evolve to match environmental variability (see reviews in Houde, 1987; Cushing, 1990) and a prolonged spawning period may be a form of environmental bet-hedging to safeguard against recruitment failure. Halibut recruitment is believed to be environmentally driven, via either favorable plankton productivity or larval transport (Clark and Hare, 2002). Considerable temporal variability in these processes exists in both the Gulf of Alaska (Bailey and Picquelle 2002; Dagg et al., 2006) and Bering Sea (Coyle and Hunt, 2000; Mizobata and Saitoh, 2004).

While tagging cannot elucidate causes of spawning omission, the present data also support the hypothesis that a non-trivial proportion of sexually mature eastern halibut may forego spawning in any given year. Our results suggest that ~20–25% of adults either fail to participate in the spawning migration or do not conduct spawning rises once on the winter grounds. These halibut may employ an alternative spawning strategy that does not involve vertical off-bottom rises, or deep-water wintertime vertical rises may not represent active spawning, as we believe. Alternatively, it is possible that the absence of these behaviors was due to tag-induced stress, and therefore an artifact of the study design. However, we feel that skipped spawning represents the most parsimonious explanation for the correlation between full-time shelf residence and absence of vertical rises, and that skipped spawning is reasonable to expect in the natural population. Skipped spawning is widespread in Teleosts (see review in Rideout et al., 2005), commonly attributed to poor nutritional condition, and may increase lifetime reproductive success in long-lived migratory species (Jorgensen et al., 2006). Skipped spawning in halibut is also evident in historical data. In the Bering Sea, Novikov (1964) observed that “at the end of the spawning season, among the spent fish there are quite a few individuals … which did not participate in spawning”, and concluded that egg maturation may not be possible every year. Leaman et al. (MS 2002) dismissed this because “a two-year ova maturation process would be very unusual in the spectrum of demersal fishes in the north Pacific Ocean.” However, these observations are not mutually exclusive in the context of skipped spawning. Fish that do not participate in spawning in a given season may not be in the first year of a two-year maturation cycle, but rather fish that are not ripening ova at all. Novikov’s observations may indicate high rates of skipped spawning in northern waters where cold temperatures or trophic factors impose long post-spawn recovery periods.

An argument might be made that skipped spawning can be ignored, in the context of IPHC survey design, because individuals preparing to skip the upcoming spawning should be classified as immature on the basis of macroscopic gonad examination. Thus, the resulting ogive (Fig. 1) would describe the proportion of fish expected to spawn at any given size, rather than represent a maturity curve, per se. As such, estimates of spawning biomass should remain robust, regardless of the fact that skipped spawners are misclassified as immature. However, the present results counter this hypothesis. If true, the proportion of skipped spawners predicted from archival tagging data, at any given size, would be equivalent to the proportion of non-spawners estimated from the ogive. Here, we present the residual between the two methods: the proportion of apparent non-spawners that cannot be identified as such during the survey. The fact that some degree of skipped spawning is likely incorporated into estimates of immature fish is a limitation to perfectly estimating rates of skip-spawning via the present method. But in this context, our estimates of skipped spawning should therefore be conservative.

The IPHC acknowledges the importance of maintaining spawning stock biomass above the historical
minimum. The current management strategy includes biomass limit reference points to trigger changes in harvest rate, and a provision to cease harvest should spawning biomass reach the historical minimum (Clark and Hare, MS 2006). The foundation of such a policy lies in the relationship between spawning stock biomass, expected recruitment, and the population’s ability to recover from declines in abundance. However, if not all mature fish spawn, then the relationship between total mature biomass and effective spawning biomass may be temporally and spatially dynamic. Recruitment potential may depend upon mean fish condition across the population, expressed as total fecundity and rates of skipped spawning. In order to fully safeguard population reproduction potential it may be necessary to maintain higher mature stock abundance during periods when skipped spawning is prevalent than in years when a large proportion of spawners successfully contribute to recruitment.

In summary, we should seek a fuller understanding of halibut reproductive dynamics and of spatial and temporal variability in spawning success. Archival tagging represents a method that can be used to quantify the season of egg release and depths occupied by actively spawning fish, and potential rates of skipped spawning. Rideout et al. (2005) discuss the utility of conventional tagging for examining rates of skipped spawning based on the presence or absence of tagged fish in annual spawning surveys. They distinguish between species in which non-spawners remain spatially segregated from spawners (e.g., orange roughy (*Hoplostethus atlanticus*); Bell et al., 1992) and those in which non-spawners join spawning aggregations (e.g., Atlantic cod (*Gadus morhua*); Rideout et al., 2005). They point out that in cases where segregation is maintained, absence of tagged individuals from sampled aggregations may indicate failure to spawn but can also simply reflect lack of site fidelity, and that in mixed aggregations the presence of tagged individuals within the spawning groups does not confirm active participation in spawning, per se. In halibut, it appears that a combination of behaviors may be associated with skipped spawning: some fish fail to join the offshore spawning migration, and others may join aggregations but fail to actively spawn. An advantage of archival tagging in this species is the ability to resolve both behaviors, as well as to identify behavior that is consistent with spawning in individuals that fail to display fidelity to known grounds. Sex-determination during tagging could further allow for investigation of sex- and age-specific differences in reproductive and migratory behavior, and might be combined with genetics to test hypotheses regarding the basis of alternative strategies. Estimating rates of skipped spawning could allow us to better quantify effective spawning biomass and identify regional and temporal variance. The knowledge gained could serve management during discussions of season length, time-area closures, and harvest policy.
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